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The digital transformation of factories has greatly increased the number of peripherals that need to connect

to a network for sensing or control, resulting in a growing demand for a new network category known as the

Equipment Area Network (EAN). The EAN is characterized by its cable-free, high-capacity, low-latency, and

low-power features. To meet these expectations, we present BEANet, a novel solution designed specifically

for EAN that combines a two-stage synchronization mechanism with a time division protocol. We imple-

mented the system using commercially available Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) modules and evaluated its

performance. Our results show that the network can support up to 150 peripherals with a packet reception

rate of 95.4%, which is only 0.9% lower than collision-free BLE transmission. When the cycle time is set to 2 s,

the average transmission latency for all peripherals is 0.1 s, while the power consumption is 18.9 µW, which

is only half that of systems using LLDN or TSCH. Simulation results also demonstrate that BEANet has the

potential to accommodate over 30,000 peripherals under certain configurations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Increasing interconnectivity and intelligent automation bring about radical changes in technology,

industries, and social patterns as Industry 4.0 advances [20]. Digital transformation has become

the trend for traditional industrial enterprises in order to keep up with the times and increase

productivity [11, 43]. In a highly automated, intelligent, and data-driven factory, more fine-grained

sensing and control are required [6, 21, 28, 40, 44]. A novel networking category appears where

massive connections in a restricted area should be set up.

We conducted a field study on one of the most prestigious auto glass companies worldwide

(anonymity due to blind review), which provides services for almost all automobile enterprises,

including Benz, Toyota, and Tesla. It has an urgent need for networked factories because a large

amount of production data is recorded manually by workers, resulting in a high human cost and er-

ror rate. In Figure 1, numerous dial indicators are dispersed across a testing fixture. When a piece of

glass is produced by an assembly line, workers randomly select it and use the fixture to measure its

dimensions and surface contour. To replace human recording with network transmission, a naive

but reliable transformation strategy is to equip each detection point with network cables, which

ensures on-time, collision-free data transmission. However, due to the frequent movement of the

fixture and the replacement of dial indicators, it would be much easier and cheaper to maintain

the fixture if each detection point could be wirelessly connected.

In such a scenario, there may be tens or hundreds of wireless peripherals on a piece of equip-

ment within a small area (e.g., several m2). Such a dense deployment of wireless nodes is of great

need for industry. For instance, inspection fixtures for high-precision part production benefit from

dense wireless nodes to enable precise and real-time measurements on each workpiece, ensuring

high-quality standards in manufacturing. Robotic arms, when equipped with wireless edge nodes

at multiple points, allow for real-time monitoring and control of movement, position, and perfor-

mance, contributing to enhanced automation efficiency and safety. Conveyor belts, with strategi-

cally placed wireless nodes, facilitate continuous tracking of products or materials, enabling effi-

cient logistics management and immediate identification of any anomalies or disruptions in the

production line. These applications highlight the need for deploying a large number of wireless

edge nodes on various equipment within the factory to achieve detailed monitoring and control,

optimizing the performance and reliability of industrial processes. Different from personal area

networks (PANs) or local area networks (LANs), we refer to this type of network as Equip-

ment Area Networks (EANs), which possess the following characteristics:

• Cable Free. No network cable or electrical wire is allowed since the equipment needs dense

nodes on the cable for sensing and motion control, as well as minimal maintenance costs

and simple construction.

• High Capacity. The equipment domain requires the dense deployment of a large number

of wireless connections, typically greater than 100 points per square meter.

• Low Overall Latency. The EAN must provide low overall latency. To keep up with produc-

tion, a cycle of sensing measurements and the uploading of data from all connection points

must be finished within a few seconds.

• Low Power. As each access point is cable-free, it must be powered by a battery. To reduce

the frequency of battery replacement, peripherals should operate with low power.
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Fig. 1. Testing fixture with dial indicators.

Unfortunately, there is no out-of-the-box solution targeting EANs. Typical commercial low-

power wireless technologies include LoRa, NB-IoT, IEEE 802.15.4, and BLE. LoRa achieves low

power by reducing the communication frequency [3, 5]. Once we reduce the transmission period,

the power consumption also increases [27, 35]. Besides, the capacity of LoRa is also limited [41].

Although NB-IoT provides massive capacity with greater than 52K devices per cell [23], a licensed

spectrum and a highly expensive base station are required. Lots of standards and protocols have

been put forward to support low-latency deterministic end-to-end communication based on IEEE

802.15.4 or BLE. For instance, Glossy [13] and BlueFlood [26] propose an efficient network flood-

ing and time synchronization mechanism for the mesh networks. However, nodes in the network

should pay extra effort for packet relaying, which introduces heavy energy consumption overhead.

Beyond that, IEEE 802.15.4e provides time-critical MAC protocols: Low Latency and Determinis-

tic Networks (LLDNs) and Time Synchronous Channel Hopping (TSCH) [19]. Nevertheless,

the frequent synchronization behavior brings considerable additional power consumption, as we

discuss later. Therefore, we try to design a more power-saving protocol that fulfills the EAN’s re-

quirement for large capacity and low latency as well. Considering that BLE achieves the lowest

power consumption and a reasonable data rate, we believe that BLE is a possible candidate for the

Equipment Area Network implementation.

To set up an Equipment Area Network with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) BLE devices,

we settle the following challenges. (1) A typical connection-based BLE system suffers from

low capacity and relatively high power consumption. Up to 10 simultaneous connections

are usually limited in a COTS system [38]. Moreover, the connection event mode, i.e., the central

device polls data, also requires the peripherals to enable their radios and listen before actually

sending data. Such extra power consumption makes it less practical in EANs. To overcome this

problem, we adopt connection-free communication. (2) However, self-initiated broadcasting

may cause heavy collisions and increase latency. Experiments show that less than 15% of

packets are received when 150 nodes transmit data together every 2 s, causing a high collection

latency of 10 s, detailed in Section 5.1. With a time division multiple access (TDMA) link layer

protocol, we propose BEANet. Each peripheral is precisely synchronized with the central node.

A short time slot ensures that hundreds of peripherals transmit data within 1 second, achieving

a large capacity. The design also ensures a high packet reception ratio (PRR), the same as a

collision-free transmission, and guarantees low latency. (3) While decreasing the frequency of

synchronization to reduce power consumption, high synchronization precision must be

maintained. BLE devices in BEANet rely on 32,768 Hz RC oscillators as their clock source for

low-power mode. While RC oscillators offer an advantage in terms of power consumption and

cost compared to crystal oscillators, they are not as precise. However, our proposed two-stage

synchronization mechanism allows for minimal overhead and compatibility with low-power pe-

ripherals. Otherwise, an increase in synchronization frequency is required to improve accuracy

and introduces heavy overhead, as with the naive periodic synchronization mechanism used in

LLDN and TSCH. In addition to the proposed EAN, the method we designed is equally applicable to
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collaborative Internet of Things (IoT) scenarios involving multiple devices, such as Unmanned

Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and so on [7–9, 33, 42, 46].

To sum up, the contributions are as follows:

• We propose BEANet based on COTS devices, achieving large capacity, low power, and low

latency. BEANet is a first step toward the low-power network with small data volume but

dense peripheral deployment.

• Instead of increasing the frequency of synchronization, we reconsider the relationship be-

tween the frequency and the precision of synchronization in the low-duty cycle scenario.

The proposed two-stage synchronization mechanism decreases the frequency by over 40×.

It is also practical for other low-power protocols and SoCs with an inaccurate RC oscillator

as the clock source.

• We implement BEANet with COTS BLE Systems-on-Chip (SoCs), which achieve hundreds

of peripherals to transmit data within seconds. The power of the peripherals in BEANet

is 7.8 µW (29.2%) less than the connection-based solution, and only half of those adopting

LLDN or TSCH. BEANet has been successfully deployed at the aforementioned auto glass

manufacturer. It helps fulfill continuous and flexible data acquisition on the production line

while achieving low-power consumption.

• We conduct abundant simulations exploring the performance boundaries of BEANet. Setting

the transmission duty cycle to one packet per 64 s, BEANet can potentially accommodate

over 30,000 peripherals.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous related work. Sec-

tion 3 puts forward the two-stage synchronization mechanism. We introduce the thorough proto-

col design in Section 4. Through extensive experimental results, we evaluate the performance of

BEANet in Section 5. Finally, we leave a couple of discussions in Section 6 and conclude the article

in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Several standards and protocols have been proposed targeting low-power real-time wireless

communication.

Standards. WirelessHART [39], ISA SP100.11a [37], and WIA-PA [47] are three standards for

industrial wireless communications. They are based on the IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer and adopt

a channel-hopping mechanism to ensure the low latency of wireless communication among de-

vices [39]. WirelessHART relies on a centralized scheduling method to enhance transmission de-

pendability, which restricts network capacity to less than 100 peripherals. The IEEE 802.15.4e [18]

was proposed as an amendment of the legacy IEEE 802.15.4-2011 standard to satisfy the emerg-

ing IoT applications in the industrial domain. The proposed LLDN protocol uses the deterministic

TDMA technique to guarantee low-latency deterministic data transmission [29]. However, before

transmitting packets in the dedicated time slot, the devices should synchronize to a beacon at the

start of the superframe, which results in extra considerable power consumption overhead that is

almost as much as sending data packets. TSCH in IEEE 802.15.4e is put forward to operate over

a schedule that is based on Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) and TDMA modes.

Nonetheless, the devices should wait for ACK after data transmission in designated time slots,

which causes unnecessary waste of energy for periodical data uploading applications. Other than

that, its synchronization frequency is affected by clock error [30]. Implementing TSCH on the SoCs

with a less accurate oscillator will result in unacceptable synchronization power overhead, as we

analyze in Section 3.3.
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Table 1. Comparison among Different Standards and Protocols

Protocol High

Capacity

Low Latency Low Power High

Precision

Clock

Topology

WirelessHART [39] Yes No guarantee No guarantee Yes Mesh

SP100.11a [37] Yes No guarantee No guarantee Yes Mesh

WIA-PA [47] Yes No guarantee No guarantee Yes Mesh

LLDN [18] Yes Yes Yes Yes Single Hop

TSCH [18] Yes Yes Yes Yes Single Hop

WiDom [31] No Yes No No Single Hop

RT-Link [34] Yes Yes No guarantee Yes Mesh

Flammini [14] No Yes Yes Yes Mesh

WISA [36] Yes Yes No Yes Single Hop

Glossy [13] Yes Yes No guarantee Yes Mesh

BlueFlood [26] Yes Yes No guarantee Yes Mesh

BEANet Yes Yes Yes No Single Hop

Protocols. WiDom [31] assigns to each device a unique priority. Devices should compete for

the channel by sending carrier signals and listening to the channel at the same time before trans-

mission, and the one with the highest priority wins the chance to send data. RT-Link [34] adopts

a TDMA-based link layer protocol and specific synchronization hardware to enable collision-free

medium access. WiDom [31] and RT-Link [34] require specific hardware design, which increases

the cost as well as power consumption. Flammini et al. designed a hybrid MAC layer combining

TDMA and Carrier Sense Multiple Access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) in [14]. It

supports at most 16 peripherals, which is far too little for a large-capacity requirement. WISA [36]

combines the scheme of TDMA and frequency hopping on the basis of IEEE 802.15.1 PHY. It intro-

duces a heavy synchronization overhead and increases the power consumption to over 1 mW and

disobeys the low-power demand. For mesh networks, in order to make network flooding and time

synchronization more efficient, Glossy [13] and BlueFlood [26] make concurrent transmissions of

the same packet interfere constructively, allowing a receiver to decode the packet even in the ab-

sence of capture effects. Other than transmitting their own sensing data, the devices have to spend

extra energy on relaying packets, causing a heavy power consumption overhead for the network.

In summary, we have consolidated the existing methodologies and their key attributes in

Table 1, shedding light on their limitations while emphasizing the specific areas where our pro-

posed solution excels. Most protocols designed for mesh networks face challenges in simultane-

ously ensuring low latency and low power, as median devices often incur additional energy con-

sumption or time delays in packet relay processes. Although LLDN and TSCH have demonstrated

the ability to deliver high capacity, low latency, and low power concurrently, they rely on precise

external crystal oscillators with clock skews below 20 ppm or 40 ppm. In contrast, contemporary

low-power chips, such as BLE chips, typically employ less precise RC oscillators as clock sources

for their advantages in reduced power consumption and cost. Our proposed system is tailored to

be compatible with such devices, aiming to achieve large capacity, low power, and low latency

even with cheaper and less high-performance devices.

3 SYNCHRONIZATION FOR LOW-DUTY-CYCLE WIRELESS NETWORKS

To ensure deterministic transmission without conflict of many devices in a short time, we should

coordinate them with high synchronization precision. Considering the energy consumption and
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Table 2. Important Notations and Descriptions

Notation Description

G1s A global second referenced to the broadcaster (central) clock

cM1s The tick count of the broadcaster clock for one G1s

cS1s The tick count of the observer (peripheral) clock for one G1s

Tdr if t The clock drift offset between observer and broadcaster for one G1s

Errl imit The clock drift offset limitation. The observer gets out of sync against the broad-

caster if the offset exceeds Errl imit

Tout_of _sync The time it takes for the observer to get out of sync after the last synchronization

T Stage I of the synchronization process lasts T G1s

eΔ The frequency jitter of the observer clock

Tinterval The synchronization interval in Stage II

latency, clock synchronization methods based on message exchange have certain drawbacks.

Hence, we design a two-stage synchronization mechanism with zero-message exchange. Table 2

summarizes the essential notations.

3.1 Motivation for Synchronizing with Zero-message Exchange

The synchronization of clocks serves as the foundation for various network applications [45]. Nu-

merous renowned clock synchronization protocols, leveraging message exchange, have been pro-

posed to cater to diverse scenarios’ specific requisites, spanning global network synchronization

(NTP [25]) to high-precision synchronization (PTP [17]) and resource-limited sensor networks

(TPSN [15] and RBS [12]).

However, they share intrinsic disadvantages in energy consumption and latency due to message

exchange [10]. On the one hand, it requires the transmission and reception of additional messages

between devices, which significantly contributes to energy consumption. In low-power wireless

devices where energy efficiency is crucial, minimizing unnecessary message exchanges becomes

imperative. Zero-message exchange methods eliminate the need for transmitting extra synchro-

nization messages, resulting in reduced energy consumption and improved battery life. On the

other hand, message exchange-based methods introduce additional delays due to the transmis-

sion, reception, and processing of synchronization messages. These delays can adversely affect

real-time applications that rely on accurate and timely synchronization. Zero-message exchange

methods, by their nature, minimize latency by avoiding the overhead associated with message

exchange, enabling faster and more efficient clock synchronization.

We are therefore exploring the possibility of designing a synchronization mechanism that in-

volves zero-message exchange. This mechanism contributes significantly to the advancement of

clock synchronization techniques and guides the development of efficient and reliable synchro-

nization methods in wireless communication systems.

3.2 Clock Skew in BLE

Before discussing our proposed synchronization mechanism, we first analyze the clock skew,

which is a formidable obstacle for precise synchronization in a low-power wireless network due

to manufacturing errors [2]. Modern BLE SoCs (e.g., TI CC25xx, Nordic nRF5, Silicon Labs EFR32,

Dialog DA14xxx) usually use two different clocks simultaneously to achieve the lowest possible

power consumption.

The high-speed clock, typically driven by an external crystal oscillator, is used for processing

the BLE stack, while the low-speed clock, typically driven by an internal RC oscillator with an

ACM Trans. Sensor Netw., Vol. 20, No. 3, Article 52. Publication date: February 2024.
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Fig. 2. Clock rate discrepancy between devices: observers’ clock

runs faster than broadcaster’s, resulting in clock drift.

Fig. 3. Clock drift and skew of ob-

server and broadcaster.

ideal frequency of 32,768 Hz, is used for sleeping in a low-power mode. Due to a combination of

factors in fabrication, different RC oscillators output frequencies with small offsets from the desired

value. Clocks run at slightly different speeds and accumulate offsets among themselves, causing

the clock drift phenomenon. The slope of change in drift offset is defined as clock skew. Using the

EFR32BG22 BLE SoC that we use in BEANet as an example, we randomly select two BLE modules

as the Broadcaster (the device that sends packets) and the Observer (the device that discovers

broadcasters). Figure 2 shows the case of an observer with a faster oscillator. The broadcaster

periodically sends a beacon every cM1s = 32,768 ticks (blue solid lines), i.e., almost 1 second, and

the period of this interval is denoted by G1s (i.e., global 1 second). The observer scans for beacons

and records the ticks (in Figure 2) using its own timer when each beacon arrives. The difference

between the recorded tick and the broadcaster’s tick is denoted by cbias = cS1s −cM1s . Accordingly,

the clock drift offset for one G1s is Tdr if t =
cbias

cbias+cM1s
G1s . By measurement, the accumulative

clock drift is shown in Figure 3. The average clock skew is 2,360 ppm (parts per million), and

Tdr if t = 0.00236G1s .

3.3 Naive Mechanism with Zero-message Exchange

A naive mechanism to perform synchronization without message exchange is for peripherals to

periodically synchronize their timelines by utilizing beacons broadcast by the central device. In

star-topology systems such as the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) cellular system and

the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), it is common for the central device to broadcast

its time to the peripherals for synchronization. Continuous synchronizations mitigate clock drift

offset. The more frequent the synchronization, the more precise the clock. To guarantee precision,

some protocols like LLDN perform synchronization operations shortly before sending each packet,

as we mention in Section 2, which introduces great overhead. The TSCH protocol utilizes the same

periodic synchronization mechanism as well. The SoCs it targets are equipped with an accurate

crystal oscillator with a small clock skew of ±20 ppm, and thus the synchronization interval can

be as large as over 20 seconds [30]. However, as demonstrated by our experiment in Section 3.2,

the clock skew of the RC oscillator can reach as high as 2,360 ppm, 128 times the crystal oscillator.

Suppose the clock drift offset is restricted within Errl imit , for instance, 2.5×10−3 G1s , and describes

the observer getting out of sync with the broadcaster if the offset exceeds Errl imit . Then the out-

of-sync duration is Tout_of _sync =
Errl imit

Tdr if t /G1s
= 1.06G1s and its synchronization interval should be

even shorter. Such frequent synchronization (almost as frequent as the rate at which we send data)

results in an unacceptable level of power consumption.

3.4 Two-stage Synchronization Mechanism

Synchronization requires the radio on. Therefore, we need to minimize the synchronization fre-

quency as low as feasible via a two-stage process. The broadcaster, i.e., the device with the clock

ACM Trans. Sensor Netw., Vol. 20, No. 3, Article 52. Publication date: February 2024.
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Fig. 4. Overview of two-stage

synchronization.

Fig. 5. Observer’s timeline during Stage I.

Fig. 6. Distribution of jitter.

source, periodically broadcasts a beacon with a sequence number every cM1s ticks. The synchro-

nization for an observer, i.e., the device to be synchronized, is divided into two stages (Figure 4):

Stage I measures the frequency skew with relatively high power consumption and achieves the

initial precision. It only needs to be executed once at the start of the observers’ running proce-

dure. Then Stage II continuously calibrates the clock with low power consumption and ensures

precision.

Stage I. As shown in Figure 5, when an observer powers on, it listens for a coming beacon. Once

a beacon is received, it sleeps for a while and scans for the next beacon. The time between these

two beacons can be computed from the sequence number, denoted as T G1s . Assuming that the

observer counts cS ticks during the interval, the observer’s clock can be computed as

fScomputed =
cS

T
HzG , (1)

where HzG is the frequency relative to the broadcaster; i.e., we regard G1s as 1 second.

However, Stage I may potentially have small inaccuracies in the calculation. Given that the

tick count is an integer, the actual tick count for the interval should fall between [cS , cS + 1). In

addition, the internal RC oscillator exhibits frequency jitter owing to white noise and temperature

fluctuations. Therefore, the actual clock frequency should be

fSr eal =
cS + 0.5

T
+
cS

T
× eΔHzG (2)

on average, where eΔ describes the frequency jitter with reference to the broadcaster’s clock during

runtime. The jitter is limited to a modest value of tens of ppm over a short duration, such as dozens

of seconds [16]. We measure the frequencies of the observer using a frequency meter with the

gate time of 40 s. As depicted in Figure 6, the jitter follows a normal distribution, where the bars

represent the probabilities of jitter and the dashed line represents the fitted normal distribution

with μ = −0.058,σ = 21.041; 99.73% of jitter falls within the range of (μ−3σ , μ+3σ ). Consequently,

each second of the observer’s timer secS can be denoted by

secS = fScomputed ×
1

fSr eal
G1s =

1

1 + eΔ + 0.5/cS
G1s . (3)
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Fig. 7. The simulated out-of-sync duration increases with Stage I intervalT , when Errl imit = 2.5×10−3 G1s .

The clock drift offset between the observer and the broadcaster for 1 G1s should be

bias = |G1s − secS |

=

���� 1

1 + 1/(eΔ + 0.5/cS )

���� ≈ 1

1 + 1/(|eΔ | + 0.5/cS )
G1s .

(4)

Since cS is of a big value, the offset should be tiny after adjusting the observer’s clock. It can be as

small as 0.064 ms when T = 39 G1s and |eΔ | = 63ppm.

With a relatively high power consumption of 32.4 mW in dozens of seconds (detailed in the

"Power and Cost" in Section 5.1), the sub-millisecond synchronization between the observer and

the broadcaster is realized.

Stage II. In Stage II, the observer should periodically wake up, listen for beacons, and synchro-

nize to the broadcaster’s time. Although the time drift is initially small following the last syn-

chronization in Stage I, it accumulates significantly over an extended period. Furthermore, clock

frequency jitter can reach up to 400 ppm over a prolonged duration. Both factors contribute to un-

synchronization between the observer and the broadcaster. Thus, the observer has to occasionally

synchronize with the broadcaster’s clock in Stage II.

Given the limitation of Errl imit , the value of out-of-sync duration be computed as

Tout_of _sync =
Errl imit

bias
G1s

= Errl imit

(
1

|eΔ | +
0.5
cS

+ 1

)
,

(5)

which determines how long the observers should try to synchronize with the broadcaster once

again. The smaller the absolute value of jitter |eΔ | is, or the longer the Stage I interval T is, the

less frequently the observer should conduct synchronizations. Figure 7 shows the relationship

between the out-of-sync duration Tout_of _sync and T with different |eΔ |, where Errl imit = 2.5 ×

10−3 G1s . The out-of-sync duration increases dramatically whenT grows and is mainly limited by

the jitter. Typically, whenT is set to 39G1s with |eΔ | = 63 ppm, the observer shall try to synchronize

again within 39G1s after Stage I synchronization, which is much longer than the synchronization

interval required in the naive mechanism. To guarantee the precision as well as to reduce the duty

cycle, we setTinterval ; i.e., the synchronization interval in Stage II equalsTout_of _sync according to

Equation (5). Once a new beacon is received in Stage II, we readjust the observer’s timer according

to Equation (1), where cS refers to the timer count since the last beacon, i.e., ticks duringTinterval .

The synchronization interval is defined by the jitter eΔ when setting the parameters Errl imit

and cS . Assuming a brief period of stable temperature, which is a reasonable expectation in a

factory setting, jitter is influenced by both white and 1/f flicker noise sources [16]. Consequently, by

employing identical 32,768 Hz RC oscillators as the clock source across all devices in the BEANet,

the jitter is anticipated to be within the range of tens of ppm. With our proposed settings, this

results in a synchronization interval of dozens of seconds during Stage II. Given the common use
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Fig. 8. Overview of communication protocol.

of RC oscillators in clocking low-cost, low-power devices, our proposed synchronization approach

demonstrates generalizability.

We then analyze the power consumption overhead brought by the synchronization. In Stage I,

the observer does not know the rough beacon interval. Therefore, it has to be in a high-power mode

and scan for the beacon for a few seconds twice as depicted in Figure 5. Once Stage I is finished,

the observer can predict the next beacon. As Equation (5) has ensured that the clock drift offset

is no more than Errl imit , the observer only needs to wake up for at most Errl imit (milliseconds)

before it receives the next beacon in Stage II, which significantly reduces the power consumption.

In contrast to the naive mechanism, the observer initially trades off power consumption but at-

tains initial synchronization precision and clock adjustment in Stage I. Subsequently, the synchro-

nization frequency decreases to 2.6% in Stage II, compared to the naive approach. Consequently,

our proposed mechanism significantly reduces the overall synchronization overhead while uphold-

ing a consistent level of precision.

4 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL DESIGN

Based on the synchronization approach, we elaborate on the design of the communication pro-

tocol in this section. The network encompasses several peripheral devices (i.e., the observers in

synchronization) that report data and a central device (i.e., the broadcaster in synchronization)

that provides a global timer, responds to the network access request, and collects data packets

from peripheral devices. The communication protocol focuses on the link layer, which incorpo-

rates the BLE link layer and thus fits almost all COTS BLE devices. In order to accomplish this, it

is mainly concerning channels, packets, and communication methods, including synchronization,

over-the-air activation (OTAA), and data collection.

4.1 Overview

Figure 8 depicts the overall protocol design. The central device periodically broadcasts a beacon

in two types with an interval of G1s . One of them (B0) represents the start of the OTAA phase,

while the other (B1) signals the beginning of the data collection phase. Each phase starts and ends

with a period of guard time for the central device’s advertising/scanning mode transformation.

The rest time is divided into n OTAA slots and m DATA slots. The central device communicates

with peripheral devices in a TDMA mode.

As we design in Section 3, each peripheral device scans for two beacons with an interval of T
G1s at first to adjust its clock frequency according to the global timer. Then it keeps in a cycle

of Tinterval to synchronize to the global timer by scanning for another beacon later on. After

receiving the second beacon during the synchronization Stage I, the peripheral device chooses a

proper OTAA slot to exchange packets with the central device to get access to the network. The

central device should tell the peripheral one the exact DATA slot it should utilize during the data

collection phase to transmit data packets in cycles.
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4.2 Channel Selection

Since the advertising channels of BLE (channel 37, 38, 39) have been assigned center frequencies

that minimize the overlap with the most common 802.11 channel [24], all communication pro-

cedures in our system operate on these three channels to mitigate collisions with IEEE 802.11

packets. Generally, data packets should be transmitted continuously in the three channels during

each advertisement event. Receiving each of them can be regarded as a successful transmission.

To receive broadcast packets, we set the device to scanner mode with a scanning interval

s_interval . It cycles through all three advertising channels in a round-robin fashion according

to the specification [4]. To reduce the time overhead of the beacon and guarantee synchronization

precision, we limit the broadcast of the beacon to channel 37. Even though the packet reception

ratio decreases with such a strategy compared with broadcasting on three channels continuously,

the peripheral devices can still catch up with the central device soon, since the beacon is broadcast

for every G1s .

4.3 Slot Selection

At last, we discuss the slot selection strategy for OTAA and the data collection phase.

OTAA. Assuming that there are n OTAA slots during each phase, the peripheral device selects

the ith slot, which is computed as i = Saddr [0] (mod n)+ 1, where Saddr [0] denotes the last byte

of its 6-byte device address. If the peripheral device fails to acquire an ACK after sending a request

to access the network, it should perform random backoff for some time like CSMA/CA does [48]

and try to communicate with the central device in the same OTAA slot during another OTAA

phase.

Data Collection. Since the network is pre-configured at the very beginning, the central device

has knowledge of the number of peripherals num and their transmission intervals Ttr ans , and the

number of DATA slotsm for each data collection phase can be calculated asm = num×2
Ttr ans

. As for the

jth peripheral that is willing to join the network, the central device should allocate the kth DATA

slot in the lth data collection phase for it to upload data during the OTAA procedure, where

k =

{
j + i × num, i = 0, 1, . . . , m

num
− 1 Ttr ans < 2

j%m Ttr ans ≥ 2

and

l =

{
i, i = 1, 2, . . . Ttr ans < 2

(j | m) + 1 + i ×Ttr ans , i = 0, 1, . . . Ttr ans ≥ 2.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we present our testing approach to assess the effectiveness of our solution. We

begin by implementing our approach on a small set of COTS BLE devices to evaluate its feasibil-

ity, as detailed in Section 5.1. Subsequently, we conduct several simulations to explore the per-

formance boundaries of BEANet, as described in Section 5.2. Finally, we provide a comparison

between BEANet and previous transmission protocols to demonstrate its superiority.

5.1 Implementation

The following experiments are conducted in our indoor office, which experiences temperature fluc-

tuations throughout the day and has numerous devices, such as laptops and smartphones, trans-

mitting Bluetooth and Wi-Fi packets. Both the central and peripheral devices utilize Silicon Labs

EFR32BG22C112F352GM32 [1] SoCs. The central device, benefiting from continuous power, faces

no constraints on energy consumption. It remains active throughout, periodically broadcasting
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beacons and scanning for incoming packets during the OTAA and data collection phases. Our pri-

mary focus is on optimizing the performance of the extensive array of peripherals. The BLE SoCs

operate using a 1 Mbps PHY, and the distance between the peripherals and the central device was

approximately 2 meters, consistent with factory scenarios.

In the factory, up to 150 dial indicators may be present on a testing fixture, and collecting the

measurement data of all indicators within 3 seconds is required to match the production rhythm.

Additionally, minimizing the power consumption of each indicator is essential. To meet these in-

dustrial requirements, we configure up to 150 peripheral devices to upload data in a cycle of 2G1s ,

and each packet carries 9-byte data. As we discuss in Section 4.3, the number of DATA slots for

each data collection phase is set to 150. We commence our evaluation by assessing the synchroniza-

tion precision and versatility of BEANet, followed by a comparative analysis of its performance

against two other protocols: self-initiated and naive-sync. In the self-initiated protocol, peripher-

als autonomously upload data packets to the central device in an ad hoc manner, with a random

delay introduced to each 2 s transmission interval to mitigate collisions. For the naive-sync proto-

col, peripherals employ the naive synchronization mechanism outlined in Section 3.3. To uphold

synchronization precision, peripherals scan for beacons everyGs and subsequently adopt the same

TDMA data-uploading protocol as described in Section 4. Consequently, the primary distinction

between BEANet and naive-sync lies in the synchronization mechanisms they employ. We exclude

the typical connection-based BLE system as it cannot handle more than 10 peripherals simultane-

ously connecting to the central device. We prioritize several performance metrics, including PRR

for peripherals, network throughput, transmission latency, overall collection latency, and power

consumption. A comprehensive evaluation demonstrates that BEANet excels in achieving a combi-

nation of large capacity, low power consumption, and low overall latency. The experiment results

are evaluated as follows.

Synchronization Precision

We begin by presenting the synchronization precision of BEANet using the same central device

(Broadcaster) and peripheral (Observer) pair as in Section 3. There are 150 DATA slots, and each

peripheral’s data packet transmission lasts around 0.0016 ms, so the clock drift offset between the

central and peripheral devices must be limited to Errl imit =
1/(150+2)−0.0016

2 ≈ 0.0025 G1s .

For the experiment setup, the peripheral continues broadcasting in a 2 G1s cycle after Stage I.

We then calculate the time bias between the first and subsequent reception points on the central

device and identify the out-of-sync moment when the bias exceeds Errl imit .

We collect the out-of-sync duration under various T (Stage I duration) settings, as shown in

Figure 9. The minimum duration corresponds to the simulation with |eΔ | = 42 ppm, which accords

with the 2-sigma point of the normal distribution [32] in Figure 6. The average duration agrees

with the simulation where |eΔ | = 15 ppm is computed with Equation (5). The minimum duration

slightly increases as T grows, but the difference is small under different T configurations. For

instance, whenT is set to 600G1s , the minimum out-of-sync duration is 62G1s , only 20G1s higher

than when T is equivalent to 6 G1s . This indicates that the clock frequency jitter during runtime

is the main factor causing peripherals to fall out of sync with the central clock.

In addition, our experiment highlights the advantage of our synchronization mechanism over

the naive approach. As described in Section 3.3, the out-of-sync duration in the naive approach is

primarily affected by the large clock skew between the central and peripheral devices, which can

reach 2,360 ppm for the selected device pair. By contrast, the main influential factor in BEANet,

|eΔ |, is at most around 42 ppm, which is only 19.07% of the devices’ original frequency variance.

Therefore, the synchronization cycle with our proposed mechanism can be much less frequent,

reducing the power consumption overhead of synchronization operations and benefiting long-

running low-power devices.
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Fig. 9. The out-of-sync duration measured with

different Stage I interval settings.

Fig. 10. Distribution of different peripherals’ clock

frequency.

Specifically, whenT = 39G1s , we set theTinterval to be 39G1s , calculated with |eΔ | = 63 ppm in

Equation (5), which accords with the three-sigma rule [32] for the normal distribution in Figure 6,

ensuring that almost all the advertised data packets during the following interval lie within the

desired DATA slot. Compared with the 1.06 G1s out-of-sync duration with the naive synchroniza-

tion mechanism in Section 3.3, BEANet achieves a synchronization precision increase of around

40×, reducing the synchronization frequency. If the inherent gap of clock frequency between the

central device and peripherals increases, the strength in synchronization precision of our solution

should be highlighted, which is elaborated in the following subsection.

Versatility of BEANet

We conduct an experiment to validate the effectiveness of our synchronization solution on var-

ious peripherals. Using the settings of T = 39 G1s , Tinterval = 39 G1s , and Errl imit = 0.0025 G1s ,

we randomly select a peripheral (P2) different from the one (P1) used in previous sections to com-

municate with the central device. After a 12 h experiment, we found that 99.7% of the data packets

broadcast by both peripherals were within the exact DATA slot. The configuration derived from

the experiment with P1 is also validated for another randomly picked peripheral.

To gain a deeper understanding of the superiority and versatility of our synchronization mech-

anism, we analyze the frequency and jitter of the peripheral clocks during runtime. We col-

lect the adjusted frequency computed by the peripherals in each synchronization interval and

calculate the long-term jitter between the frequency of the current interval and the first one,

as well as the frequency fluctuation between adjacent synchronization intervals as short-term

jitter.

Figure 10 presents the peripheral clock frequency during runtime with reference to G1s . P2

had a much slower clock of 32,640 HzG on average, with a gap between its clock and the central

clock even larger than that of P1. With a naive synchronization mechanism (Section 3.3), P2 would

require synchronization every 0.0025/ 32,768−32,640
32,640 = 0.64G1s , which is around 60% of the synchro-

nization cycle required for P1. However, with BEANet, the synchronization cycle we select based

on P1 also works for P2, reducing the synchronization overhead by around 66×.

To understand why our solution works, we plot the long-term and short-term clock frequency

jitter in Figures 11(a) and 11(b), respectively. Figure 11 shows that in the long run, the frequency

fluctuation varies among different peripherals and times, ranging up to 400 ppm due to clock

errors or temperature changes. Therefore, we should calibrate the frequency of peripherals occa-

sionally. However, both peripherals exhibit a similar short-term clock frequency jitter distribution,

as shown in Figure 11(b), which supports our analysis in Section 3.4.

Our synchronization method can be used in any system where the devices have relatively stable

clocks with small jitter and the temperature doesn’t change significantly all the time, regardless

of the clock skew of different devices.
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Fig. 11. Distribution of peripherals’ clock frequency jitter, which shows a great difference in the long-term

one but little variance in the short-term one.

Fig. 12. PRR and throughput for different solutions.

Network Capacity

In this section, we examine the capacity of BEANet and compare it with other protocols.

We test the PRR and throughput of each network under various settings of peripheral amount.

We initially assess the transmission reliability of a collision-free peripheral in our experimental

environment. This involves configuring a single peripheral to periodically upload data packets to

the central device for a duration exceeding 12 h. The obtained result demonstrates a 96.3% success

rate in packet reception, which we establish as the baseline for PRR. For simplicity, we unify the

interval unit to besecond, as one G1s is almost equivalent to 1 second.

Figure 12 shows the PRR and throughput of the network when using the three protocols. For

the self-initiated method, the PRR decreases as the number of peripherals increases. When 150

peripherals transmit data with an interval of 2 s, the PRR drops below 15% and the throughput

is even lower than that with 100 peripherals. The random delay has a limited effect when many

peripherals transmit data with a short interval, as packets are more likely to collide. In contrast,

the other two protocols are not affected by the number of peripherals, as precise synchronization

enables each peripheral to transmit in separate slots with little conflict.

The PRR of BEANet is almost the same as the baseline, and both PRR and throughput are

slightly better than those of the naive-sync mechanism with a 1 s synchronization interval. To

ensure synchronization precision, beacons are transmitted only on channel 37, but the peripherals

must scan for them in a round-robin fashion, as described in Section 4.2. In the naive-sync solu-

tion, it takes peripherals an average of 3 s to receive a beacon, which may cause some peripherals

with large clock skew to become out of sync and transmit data packets at the undesired DATA

slot. However, the clock skew is eliminated in BEANet, which leads to better performance than

naive-sync.

Latency and Collection Duration

Since peripherals broadcast data packets periodically, successful packet reception can be iden-

tified as retransmission of previously lost packets. Based on this, we measured the average
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Fig. 13. Average latency.

Fig. 14. Collection duration for different solutions.

transmission latency shown in Figure 13. As the number of peripherals increases in the self-

initiated mechanism, the PRR decreases, leading to an increase in latency that reaches over 8 s

on average when 150 peripherals transmit data. In contrast, there is little difference in latency

between the other two mechanisms, even when peripherals pile up, due to their high PRR, as

analyzed in the previous section. With a slightly worse PRR, the transmission latency with the

naive-sync mechanism is larger than that with BEANet, which provides a mean latency of 0.1 s

with up to 150 peripherals.

Another significant indicator of an EAN is the duration for collecting data from all peripher-

als for one round. Figure 14(a) shows the collection duration for the three mechanisms. BEANet

exhibits the shortest duration of around 2.5 s regardless of the number of peripherals. The self-

initiated broadcast mechanism shows similar results when the number of peripherals is small, but

the duration increases to around 33.3 s, 13 times that of our mechanism, when 150 peripherals

communicate with the central device. The performance of the naive-sync is the worst, with about

55 s collection duration.

The collection duration depends on the peripheral that takes the longest time to get one of

its data packets received by the central device [22]. Therefore, we analyzed the least PRR among

the 150 peripherals when they are set to broadcast at an interval of 2 s and depict the results in

Figure 14(b). The peripherals implementing BEANet exhibit a minimum PRR of around 84%,

whereas the least PRR of the peripherals that employ a self-initiated broadcast mechanism is

around 6% due to intensive collision. The least PRR of the naive-sync peripheral node is even

worse, around 4%, because the clock skew between a specific peripheral and central device is so

great that the data packets sent by the peripheral fall into the undesired DATA slot and clash

with other packets, even though it has just synchronized with the central clock within 3 s. The

experiment also demonstrates that BEANet guarantees a collection duration of no more than 2.5 s

when there are no more than 150 peripherals with our proposed configurations, which fits the

requirement of the factory testing fixture scenario.
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Fig. 15. Average power. Fig. 16. The maximum number of peripheral devices that

BEANet can support under different PRR settings.

Table 3. Parameters for Simulation

Packet Length Advertisement Interval Transmission Duration Bits per Packet

192 µs 220 µs 1.016 µs 72

Power and Cost

By measurement, Stage I in the BEANet synchronization process consumes 32.4 mW in around

39 s, while the power consumption for Stage II along with communication in the OTAA or data

collection phase is around 18.9 µW afterward when the broadcast interval is set to 2 s. Considering

a lifetime of 3 months for peripherals, which is possible for a common CR2032 battery, the average

power is 19.0 µW, and the impact of relatively high power consumption in Stage I is mitigated.

We present the power consumption of our solution against the others in Figure 15. Compared

with self-initiated broadcast, BEANet brings a little synchronization overhead of 9.0 µW, while

the power consumption for naive-sync grows to around 100.0 µW, 6 times as much as BEANet. In

addition, BEANet consumes 7.8 µW less than connection-based BLE communication, which allows

at most a 4 s communication interval.

The SoC we use is EFR32BG22, which costs about $1. The expense of building up an EAN with

our solution is low.

5.2 Simulation

To explore the performance boundaries of BEANet, we conduct a series of simulations using

Python. We emulate a large number of peripheral devices that implement self-initiated broadcast,

naive-sync, or BEANet to communicate with the central device. In each round, every peripheral

device uploaded hundreds of data packets with a certain transmission interval, and the entire

simulation consists of tens of rounds. The simulation employs parameters as detailed in Table 3.

Continuous transmission of data packets across the three channels is essential during each adver-

tisement event since one of the channels can be identical to the specific scanning channel of a

receiver. The advertisement interval specified in the table represents the channel-switching time

within the event. Packet length and advertisement interval measurements are conducted using an

oscilloscope. The transmission duration consists of three packet lengths and two advertisement

intervals.

For the self-initiated mechanism, the central device cyclically scans all three advertising chan-

nels with a 20 ms interval. Peripherals introduce a random delay within 10 ms to each transmission

interval. In the case of the naive-sync and BEANet protocols, the central device broadcasts a bea-

con on a single channel every second and scans the three channels in the rest of time, maintaining

a clock frequency of 32,768 Hz. Peripherals implementing naive-sync synchronize with the cen-

tral device every second, uploading data in their respective slots. The clock frequency of each
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peripheral is randomly chosen from a normal distribution with μ = 32,768 and σ = 107.57, de-

rived from measurements and fitting with 50 EFR32 devices. The exact time point for each data

transmission is then calculated based on both the real clock frequency and the assumed 32,768

Hz clock frequency. In the case of BEANet simulation, with a specific DATA slot number config-

uration, the required Errl imit is calculated using the slot length and the transmission duration.

Subsequently, the synchronization interval is calculated with Equation (5) by setting the inter-

val in Stage II equal to the synchronization Stage I interval T to ensure uniform synchronization

intervals. Peripherals then transmit data on their designated slots. The clock frequency of each

peripheral is set to 32,768 Hz ×(1 + eΔ), where eΔ is randomly selected after each synchroniza-

tion from the jitter distribution described in Section 3.4. The exact time point for each data trans-

mission is calculated based on both the real clock frequency and the assumed 32,768 Hz clock

frequency.

For each data packet transmission, corresponding to a single advertisement event, the order

of the three channels is randomly configured. Subsequently, the timing of each packet on each

channel is recorded for all peripherals. A packet is identified as a candidate with a reception ratio

of 96.3% if it lies on the channel being scanned by the central device and does not overlap in

time with other packets on that channel. In the event that none of the three packets during an

advertisement event meet the specified requirements, it is categorized as a packet loss event. Based

on these criteria, we gathered the PRR of all peripherals and the network throughput for each

protocol. Concerning packet transmission, if the aggregated packet reception rate calculated over

multiple transmissions surpasses 99.9%, it is considered a successful packet reception. Using this

information, we can determine the transmission latency and overall collection duration during the

simulation.

Figure 16 shows the maximum number of peripheral devices that BEANet can manage under

different PRR settings. The number grows linearly as the transmission interval increases. By low-

ering the data uploading duty cycle of each device, the unoccupied DATA slot can be allocated

to new peripheral devices, thus extending the capacity. Typically, when the transmission interval

is set to 2 s, BEANet can accommodate at most around 960, 1,100, and 1,750 peripheral devices,

respectively, with a PRR requirement of 95%, 90%, and 80%. However, when the interval decreases

to 64 s, the maximum number grows to 31,040, 35,840, and 56,000, respectively.

Next, we compare the performance of the aforementioned three protocols from the aspects of

PRR, throughput, latency, and collection duration as shown in Figure 17 to Figure 20. It is worth

noting that some points of naive-sync are missing in Figure 19 and Figure 20 because all the packets

of a certain peripheral are lost in every single simulation round, making the latency and collection

duration incalculable. The self-initiated protocol is even much worse, and we omit its data line

in Figure 19 and Figure 20. The simulation result shows little difference from the real implemen-

tation. According to the effective data, the self-initiated protocol exhibits the worst performance,

with the PRR quickly dropping to nearly zero, resulting in small throughput and large latency. Al-

though naive-sync has similar PRR and throughput as BEANet, BEANet is able to provide much

lower and stabler latency and collection duration with an increasing number of peripherals. As dis-

cussed in Section 5.1, the peripheral with the worst PRR hampers the network performance when

implementing naive-sync. Regarding BEANet itself, there is a tradeoff between network capacity

(the maximum number of peripherals that can be held) and network latency (average transmission

latency and collection duration). In particular, for scenarios that require nearly real-time data col-

lection (e.g., collection duration < 0.15 s), the transmission interval can be configured to 0.125 s,

and the network should accommodate fewer than 70 peripherals. In contrast, for a network with

over 30,000 peripherals, it is necessary to lower the transmission interval of each device to be like

64 s, sacrificing the collection duration to around 74 s. According to the simulation, it is possible
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Fig. 17. Simulation of PRR with different transmission intervals for three solutions.

Fig. 18. Simulation of throughput with different transmission intervals for three solutions.

that at most around 1,750 dial indicators with BLE SoCs on a testing fixture implementing BEANet

(Tx interval = 2 s) can satisfy the 3-second collection duration requirement of the factory.

5.3 Comparison

At last, we present the comparison between BEANet and other efficient transmission protocols in

Table 4.

As for power consumption comparison, in order to eliminate the impact brought by different

hardware, we evaluate the duty cycle of peripherals implementing different protocols with an

identical 2 s broadcast interval. The peripherals in BEANet synchronize to the central device every

39G1s . The result exhibits that the duty cycle of the peripherals in BEANet is only half that of the
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Fig. 19. Simulation of transmission latency with different transmission intervals for three solutions.

Fig. 20. Simulation of collection duration with different transmission intervals for three solutions.

Table 4. Comparison among Different Protocols with 2 s Broadcast Interval

Protocol LLDN TSCH Glossy BlueFlood BEANet

Power consumption (duty cycle) 0.15% 0.18% 0.16% 0.41% 0.077%

Oscillator type crystal crystal crystal crystal RC

Clock accuracy tolerance (ppm) 20 20 20 40 10,000

PHY technology 802.15.4 802.15.4 802.15.4 BLE BLE

other classical mechanisms. As we discuss in Section 2, the synchronization overhead in LLDN

is much greater than BEANet, and peripherals implementing TSCH should waste a mass of extra

energy waiting for an ACK after each data transmission, while devices with Glossy and BlueFlood

have to spend extra energy on relaying packets.
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The other protocols rely on a much more precise external crystal oscillator as the clock source,

with a clock skew of below 20 ppm or 40 ppm. In contrast, BEANet is able to survive with the

less accurate but on-chip RC oscillator, whose clock skew can reach as high as 10,000 ppm in our

measurements. If the listed TDMA mechanisms, i.e., TSCH and LLDN, were to use the same RC os-

cillator as the clock source, their synchronization precision would likely be greatly affected. TSCH

would likely have to shorten its synchronization interval, resulting in higher power consump-

tion [30]. LLDN would probably need to add extra guard time to each slot to ensure collision-free

transmission, which would decrease capacity and increase power consumption [29]. Using the RC

oscillator, with its large clock skew, as the clock source in Glossy or BlueFlood could lead to sig-

nificant variations in the transmission time that accumulate after several hops at the end of two

independent paths, causing destructive interference at the receiver nodes and resulting in recep-

tion failure [13].

Compared with them, we design a more efficient synchronization mechanism and a more sim-

plified communication protocol in BEANet, so that in the premise that the requirement of EAN is

fulfilled, more energy gets saved.

6 DISCUSSION

Enlarge Network Capacity. A practical approach for factories is to manually number the pe-

ripherals from 1 tom. After that, the OTAA phase can be substituted with another data collection

phase and a batch of peripherals with a diverse number between 1 andm can directly advertise data

packets in corresponding slots after synchronization. With the adjustment, twofold throughput as

well as around half collection duration can be attained.

Enhance Transmission Robustness. Considering the overall PRR of over 95% in BEANet, it

is adequate to reserve less than 10 slots out of the 150 DATA slots for group ACK (GACK) and

data retransmission just like LLDN [29] to enhance transmission robustness while sacrificing the

capacity and power consumption for a little bit.

Bidirectional Communication. The most traffic in BEANet comes from the unidirectional

data collection phase. As for the applications that require bidirectional communication, such as

industrial control, periodic global management instructions can be placed on beacon packets. Be-

sides, the peripheral-specific control commands can be transmitted in the corresponding slots as

a reply to the upload packets, as the OTAA operation does, or the peripheral may be configured

to be in scan mode in a certain slot, waiting for commands.

Security. Currently, BEANet transmits data in plaintext. Since BEANet adopts a non-connection

design and the communication is one way for now, key exchange algorithms cannot be applied. In

such a private network, pre-shared keys with regularly updated nonces embedded in the beacons

may be better. As for authentication, lightweight signature algorithms like ECDSA or EdDSA are

possible choices.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we first uncover the industrial need for a new type of network named Equipment Area

Network whose identity is cable-free, large capacity, low latency, and low power. Then we present

BEANet and set up a network with COTS BLE devices to fulfill the requirements of EAN. A key

innovation is to improve the synchronization mechanism and greatly reduce the synchronization

overhead by around 40 times compared with the naive mechanism. Combined with the TDMA

protocol, the network can accommodate over 150 peripherals within 1 G1s and achieve a high

PRR of 95.4% on average. When the broadcast cycle is set to 2 G1s , a short collection duration of

at most 2.5 G1s is ensured and each peripheral consumes 18.9 µW of power, and the duty cycle

of the peripherals is only half of those adopting LLDN or TSCH. The simulation reveals that by
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lowering the transmission duty cycle of the peripheral devices to one packet per 64 s, BEANet has

the potential to accommodate over 30,000 peripherals.
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